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NEWTON Dictate 5, software for transcription of speech,
is powered by the neuron heart
NEWTON Technologies, a leader in voice recognition of Slavic languages, places the fifth
version of the program NEWTON Dictate on the market. The new version uses a neuron
network and offers significantly faster and more accurate transcript of the speech. Anew it´s
possible to learn the programs own words from the user's documents and the user has access
to the text and voicemails files via the web store NEWTON Cloud.
The year 2015 was an important milestone for the start of the development the fifth version when we
implemented deep neuron network for automatic transcription of speech from audio and video
recordings.
The new version of NEWTON Dictate 5 brings:
-

25% faster and more accurate transcript of the speech

-

Extended vocabulary

-

The simple addition of new words from the user's documents

-

Improved feature of the automatic punctuation

-

Access to documents from anywhere thanks to the new service NEWTON Cloud

-

Optional licensing program by subscription

NEWTON Dictate is the unique solution for writing longer texts. It is suitable not only for business
correspondence, but thanks to many dictionaries containing more than a million expressions
of specialized terminology bring an appreciable saving of time to users in the state administration,
the judiciary, public health and other fields.
"The new version pushes the boundaries in the creation of the document by the voice. We significantly
increased the accuracy of transcribed text with implementing self-learning neuron networks and
quadruply more extensive word database. We also accelerated the transcript and achieve higher
reliability using microphones built into computers. Continuous learning from the user's voice brings,
among other things significantly better results in the worsened sound conditions, "Stanislav Čihák,
director of NEWTON Technologies, a. s., explains the advantages of the fifth version.
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A novelty of the fifth version is a connectivity with web repository NEWTON Cloud, which makes very
simple transferring of dictated text between a mobile device and computer. Thanks to this service
the user gets access to additional functionalities. One of them is the automatic transcription of voice
recordings and others will follow gradually.
NEWTON Dictate 5 is available in two versions Business and Professional. Business version is
designed for general office use. The Professional version also contains the vocabulary of your choice
and is intended for professionals from various professional fields. Upgrading from an older version or
a 14-days trial version can be ordered via the website www.newtondictate.cz.

About NEWTON Technologies
NEWTON Technologies, corp., is a leader in the development and implementation of technologies convert
speech into text for Slavic languages. These technologies are open for implementation into third party products.
Its technology uses a sister group NEWTON Media for online monitoring television and radio broadcasting, and
searches its extensive audiovisual archive. The company also supplies professional digital dictation technology of
global brands Philips and Olympus and offers a transcript of audiovisual records on demand.
For more information visit www.diktovani.cz or
www.newtondictate.cz.
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